REBUTTAL TO FALLER'S ARTICLE: "THE PARENTAL
ALIENATION SYNDROME: WHAT IS IT AND WHAT
DATA SUPPORTS IT?"
(This Rebuttal is an excerpt from a forthcoming article entitiled The Parental Alienation Syndrome in
American law, written by Demosthenes Lorandos, Ph.D., J.D.1)

Adherence to a valid and reliable methodology separates "junk" from "science".2

With the

changes in the expert evidence rules, judges are now required to be "Gate Keepers".3 In this gate keeping
role, courts must now qualify only proposed experts who are grounded in the principles and methodology
of science.4 These gatekeepers must also determine the validity, reliability and trustworthiness of proposed
evidence.5 Faller's material fails at every turn, for when one actually examines her work, one discovers it to
be methodologically naïve at best and thinly veiled misrepresentation at worst. For not only is Faller's
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work methodologically compromised, the gap between what she says she and her colleagues do, and what
they actually do, is shocking.
Dr. Faller began her Spring, 2000 essay by citing herself.6 Citing oneself is not necessarily bad,
except the material Faller cites to, is an example of her lack of methodological awareness and frank desire
to mislead readers. She cited her 1995 article, written with student social worker Ellen DeVoe entitled:
Allegations of Sexual Abuse in Divorce7 The primary purpose for citing this work was to refute Gardner's
proposition that in the highly charged atmosphere of child custody litigation, most allegations of child
sexual abuse, appear to be fabricated.8
A close look at Faller and DeVoe's 1995 study reveals that they set out to validate their idea that
sexual abuse allegations in divorce litigation are, more often than not – true. Their conclusion, is that their
own analytical acumen, found them able to achieve "a higher substantiation rate (72.6%) than other
studies."9 A look at Faller's research subjects and reporting, reveals serious methodological problems.
In the mid-1990's, Kathleen Faller and her "Faller Group"10 developed a reputation for wildly
skewed and improper methodology replete with repeated leading questions, forced focus on anatomical doll
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genitals and coercive processes.11 With their skewed methodology, their substantiation rate soared. This is
a fact of immense importance because, Faller and DeVoe began their article by explaining that their
sample consisted of "215 allegations of sexual abuse in situations of divorce, involving 174 children."12
When one investigates, one finds that the population from which Faller and DeVoe drew their "215
allegations" was the very clinic in which their validation tactics of leading and coercive processes, was
created. But then, they omit to report that they further selected only the cases from that skewed sample that
they wanted. When questioned about the case selectivity in this study, Ms. DeVoe testified as follows:
Q

Now, how did you select the 215 cases?

A

I believe they were cases that involved a divorce.

Q

So did you look at every case in the 15 years: "we have systemically gathered data
for research purposes," and separate out only the divorce ones?

A

I don't know that we looked at every case for the last 15 years.

....
Q

Is there a problem of selectivity if you didn't look at every case to see if it involved
divorce?

A

There could be.

Q

Could that be a confounding variable?

A

Sure.

....
Q

Wouldn't you agree that if you have a database in 15 years of, let's say, a thousand
cases and you only picked 215, that there may be other cases in there that
involved allegations in a divorce situation that were not selected?

A

I mean, there could have been, but I'm saying I'm not – I can't speak to that.

Q

Would there be methodological problems --

A

Sure.

Q

-- if you didn't -- if you just selected a particular 215 cases and there may have been
others that involved allegations in divorce that you didn't select?

A

That would be a methodological problem.

Q

Would that have a tendency to invalidate your data?

A

It could.
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Q

Certainly your data would be skewed, would it not?

A

It could be.

....
Q

You just think somebody gave you the ones that involved divorce, but you don't
know if you got all of them; is that --

A

I'm not positive that we got all of them.

Q

Do you have any information that you got all of them?

A

I've answered the question. . . . . ."13

These are not the only methodological problems in Faller and DeVoe's "research". They go on to inform
the reader: “Data for this study were coded from case records…” and in weighing a variety of factors from
their chosen cases, "… ultimately determinations [were found to] derive from clinical judgment."14 Again,
this may sound benign to the typical judge, attorney or law student, but research in the behavioral sciences
teaches that "clinical judgment" is far less than trustworthy in forensic applications.15 This is another
critical consideration when confronted with work from folks like Kathleen Faller.
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Researchers who rely on their own clinical judgment, typically ask questions that
can only confirm their a priori hypotheses. Fundamental considerations of scientific
logic, however, dictate that scientists engage in a process known as "proof by disproof."16
In other words, a scientific hypothesis is tentatively accepted if, and only if, it cannot be
disproven.

Scientific experiments, are therefore designed to disprove hypotheses.

Similarly, physicians typically reach their diagnostic conclusions attempting to rule out
alternative explanations for a condition.

But researchers like Faller, often question

subjects in a manner that biases the information they obtain.17 No where is this more
devastating, or prevalent, than in the area of child sexual abuse investigations.18 Sadly,
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this is the very area where Faller does her mischief.
In her Spring, 2000 Child Maltreatment and Endangerment effort, Dr. Faller
opines that a reason that trial courts view allegations of child maltreatment in divorce
with skepticism, is that "…domestic relations court judges and their staff have
historically experienced fabrication on the part of divorcing couples." and the domestic
relations court's "..role is to divide families and settle property…."19 She then mis-states
Gardner's definition of Parental Alienation Syndrome

20

and cites herself for the

proposition that there is "no empirical evidence to support" mental health experts who
utilize Gardner's formulation.21 Curiously, in the article immediately following Faller's
effort, psychologists Barry Bricklin and Gail Elliot provide citation to a great deal of
empirical evidence and research studies in support of Gardner's core hypothesis.22
Dr. Faller goes on to set out her recommendations for forensic interviewing of
children and families, saying: "…professionals need to adhere to clear definitions and not
overreach."23 She recommends that "Evaluators should adopt a questioning style that
gathers information from the child rather than presenting information to the child to be
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confirmed…."24 She counsels that a team approach is best because: "… a team decreases
the danger of individual bias and enhances the pursuit of a range of explanations…."25
And next, she offers: "I recommend a standard battery of tests, including some measure
of intelligence, the MMPI-2, the Rorschach using Exner scoring, the TAT, Draw a
Person, and the Early Memories Test."26 The remainder of her offering consists of Dr.
Faller's suggested questions and recommendations about interviewing. Unfortunately for
busy family court judges and attorneys, there is a dramatic difference between what Dr.
Faller says she does and what she and her Faller Group actually do.
Rarely do courts have the benefit of an objective analysis of the work of a
proposed expert. But three objective analyses of what Kathleen Faller and her Faller
Group actually do (as opposed to what she says they do), have been accomplished in
Michigan. In Bielaska v Orley,27 a specialty panel of the Michigan Court of Appeals was
assembled to review Faller and her Group's work in a case involving allegations of child
sexual abuse and Parental Alienation Syndrome. The panel was composed of the former
Chief Justice of the Michigan Supreme Court; a member of the Court of Appeals
nominated by the White House for a Federal Judgeship and a well respected member of
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the Michigan trial court bench.
The Court began a forty-nine page opinion by explaining that they had undertaken
a "painstaking review of the entire record."28 It is important to note that this objective
panel also watched six hours of Faller and her Group on video tape: "…we have watched
the interviews in their entirety…"29 What did the panel find?
First: the Court noted numerous "inaccuracies" and deficiencies in the Faller Group's work:
"The report of the interview social worker Ellen DeVoe conducted with defendant wrongly stated
that the parties had been married, that defendant had remarried during "the three years that she was
gone' and that the older child was in first grade...
Dr. Faller testified that she was never told...
Dr. Faller testified she is a social worker and therefore not qualified...
Dr. Faller testified defendant did not tell her...
Dr. Faller testified... They did not review any other psychological evaluations, court records, or
request information from the plaintiff...
Dr. Faller conceded the only information she had available was from defendant..." 30

Second: the Court noted with approval the deposition of:
"the then president of the American Psychiatric Association, E. Benedek, which severely criticized
Faller's techniques in assessing child sexual abuse." 31
"Dr. Benedek testified, after having reviewed a videotaped interview done by Dr. Faller of a child,
that she did not believe the interview met the standards for unbiased interview regarding the
question whether sexual abuse occurred. Dr. Benedek opined Dr. Faller's interview was replete
with leading questions, and that Dr. Faller engaged in repeated questioning while giving the
child rare opportunity to tell her story..."32
Third: The Court adopted the findings of Drs. Patricia Wallace and Terence Campbell33
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"We have viewed the taped interviews in their entirety and agree with Campbell's and Wallace's
assessment of them." 34

What did Dr. Wallace conclude? After reviewing all of "the Faller Group's" notes, records and
video tapes, Dr. Wallace opined:
"the younger child was being coached, rehearsed and prepared to tell what the interviewer and
defendant...want her to say...."35
"the adults clapped for the younger child when she said what they wanted her to say..."36 "[the
children] were set up verbally several times about [what] they were going to have to testify to, or
what they were going to have to talk to me about..."37
"If they wanted a positive response, if they wanted the child to say, 'yes', you are right. They
would end up with a ...[high voice]." 38
"In my estimation the interviewers both had information or ideas that a sex abuse had occurred.
And that it was the dad Ed that had committed it; and that the child should be frightened of or
uncomfortable with Ed. The interviewer undressed the male doll and fumbled with the penis
while [the older child] was asked leading 'penis-related questions ' which provided visual as
well as auditor[y] 'markers".39
"The danger in the type of questioning is that it presumes the existence of a fact and the child is
unable to separate what is real or true from what is expected at the time. The child responds to
what she thinks she is supposed to say with regard to the created memory." 40
"The interviewer ... brought up the term finger. Finger had not been used anywhere in the
dialogue. The interviewer brought up, 'Was his finger inside or outside?'...the interviewer showed
the child both visually and auditorially what she should say." 41
What did Dr. Campbell conclude? After reviewing all of "the Faller Group's" notes, records and video
tapes, Dr. Campbell opined:
"The interviewers asked slanted one-sided questions that were designed to obtain only
information that was consistent with the hypothesis the children had been sexually abused."42
"the interviewers simply went in and began asking questions...they did not ask questions that could
obtain information that disconfirmed their expectations... under those circumstances, 'the
probability of a biased interview soars." 43
[The children interpreted the]"interviewers' series of repeated questions as meaning they did not
get it right before and they better change their answers to what this big person expects." 44
34
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"the interviewers' questions create imagery in the child's mind, and can result in the problem that
the questions create the child's imagination. Over time, what the child imagines and what the
child remembers may become confused... the method of interviewing he saw on the four
videotapes was 'very, very conducive to that outcome."45
Repeated leading questions; one-sided questions; coaching; rehearsing; creating an imagination while
fumbling with a doll's penis and asking "penis-related questions"; telling the child what to think while
creating a memory.......were the findings of these two experienced forensic psychologists. The special
panel of the Court went on to state: "We have viewed the taped interviews in their entirety and agree with
Campbell's and Wallace's assessment of them."46

Finally: the Court independently concluded the work of "the Faller Group" was "suggestive", "coercive"
and "untrustworthy":
"Consideration of the principles set forth in Meeboer (After Remand) and the evidence presented
at trial leads us to conclude that the statements made by the children during the tapes and reported
by the therapists were not trustworthy." 47
"The statements made by the children during the videotaped interviews followed leading and
repeated questioning. There was expert testimony by Drs. Campbell and Wallace that the Faller
Group's questioning was coercive and suggestive. Our independent review of the tapes leads us
to the same conclusion." 48
"Drs. Wallace and Campbell testified defendant encouraged certain answers and that her presence
would affect the interview. Again, our independent review is in accord."49 "When the tapes are
viewed in their entirety, it is clear that the interviewer assumed the veracity of defendant and
assumed that the abuse had occurred... The children were subjected to repeated questioning
until the desired response was obtained."50
"[the] defendant (and one...Faller [Group] evaluator) coached the children about 'what to tell
the judge." 51
"..Faller Group interviews and evaluations were unreliable in that they proceeded from the
presumption that plaintiff had sexually abused the children and relied to a great extent on
unsubstantiated representations made by defendant." 52
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With this orientation to child interviewing, it is not surprising that Faller and DeVoe
describe: "One hundred forty-nine cases (69.3%) were coded positive for evidence from
the child interview."53 Because, in the Faller Group “decisions about the veracity of an
accusation of sexual abuse rested on clinical judgment.”54 Therefore, it is not surprising
that in the Faller context, “the absence of supporting evidence does not necessarily signal
a false account.”55
It should be noted that Bielaska v Orley is by no means an isolated example of
Kathleen Faller and the Faller Group methodology. After watching video tape of the
Faller Group in another divorce and Parental Alienation Syndrome case, Jackson,
Michigan trial court judge Chad Schmucker read the Faller Group report and watched
their video taped interviews. He then discounted their testimony and expressed concerns
over their methodology.56
In the subsequent damages case, trial court judge Donald Shelton, appointed his own expert for an
objective evaluation of a little girl and the Faller Group methods. Court examiner Jack P. Haynes, Ph.D.
read transcripts and watched video tape of two Faller Group interviews. In his report for the court, he
explained that he could "comment for many pages…" on the problems with the Faller Group methods. He
described the Faller process as utilizing "non-standard approach to child interviewing",57 with "…a strong
preconception of what had happened to the child…."58 He reported that the Faller Group "…went about
trying to elicit it with no orientation to alternatives: interviewer bias."59
Dr. Haynes, went on to report that:
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"The questions of the interviewer….often were leading, value-laden and often introduced concepts
to [the child] that were unrelated to what had transpired during the interview . . . . At another
point, the interviewer introduced the concept to [the child] 'that you have to go to daddy's house all
by yourself without mommy.' This of course introduces the concept, which may be foreign to the
child, that the father's house is something to be avoided or perhaps is dangerous. There was no
foundation presented for such concepts…" 60
Responding to the Court's request for a detailed review and report, Haynes continued:
"The gist of much of it is that the interviews did nor appear to be an objective search and
examination …There was an absence of a meaningful orientation to alternate hypotheses. At times
[the child] is clearly threatened and coerced….At one point (Tape 2 hours 56 minutes mark) the
interviewer stated 'Daddy's gonna keep coming back until the [child] doll tells us what
happened'…"61

Psychologist Haynes then reported directly on the manner in which Faller and her Group reported
the results of their interviews:
"…the interviewer in written materials stated 'with considerable difficulty, [the child] was able to
tell me what her daddy had done that hurt her.' In the examiner's opinion, from having read the
transcripts and having viewed the tapes there was not a reasonable conclusion that [the child] had
validated that her father had harmed her. In the report the statement is made 'she disclosed the
details of sexual abuse.' That was not the examiner's impression from viewing these tapes and
from reading the transcript." 62
He completed his assessment with the comment that "… there are multiple various problems with
the data gathering….." and noted "… no other family evaluators came to similar conclusions about sexual
abuse of [the child]." 63
In yet another objective evaluation of Faller and her work, the trial court in another Michigan
county made a specific request of its own court clinic, for an evaluation. Karol Ross, a senior clinician at
the Court's clinic was assigned the job.64 After completing an exhaustive review of all of the Faller Group's
work, including a thorough review of Faller and the Group on video tape, psychologist Ross began her
report by describing the work of the first social worker to see the child:
“[the social worker] ...went into her meeting with [the child] with a preconceived set of ideas to
confirm what she already knew.”65
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Ross thoroughly reviewed this Faller Group member’s work and wrote:
“Through reviewing the Faller group documents submitted, it appears that many of these
inappropriate techniques were utilized. For instance, in reviewing [a Faller Group member]’s
report specifically of [the child], it appeared that the child was interviewed on multiple occasions
and that she frequently contradicted herself.”66
“It is this evaluator’s opinion that [the social worker] utilized other inappropriate techniques as
leading questions and confirmatory bias with the minor child which had the effect of
compromising the data.”67

Concerning these important interviews, Ross noted that the Faller Group member who
interviewed the child on multiple occasions:
“...accepts all information that fits her beliefs and rejects other data that is told to her by [the child]
that does not fit her perceptions.”68
“All of the other of these positive or contradictory remarks made during the interview are ignored
because again they do not fit [the social worker]’s paradigm.....The rest of this interview is
coercive, convoluted, and leading.” 69
Specifically turning her attention to social worker Kathleen Faller, psychologist Ross wrote:
“This evaluator has some profound concerns regarding the interviewing techniques of Dr.
Faller..... She also engaged in the excessive use of leading rather than open-ended questions,
multiple interviews, and confirmatory bias.”70
“These interviewing techniques embraced by Dr. Faller..... represent those techniques which are
said to produce tainted and unreliable responses in children.....” 71

Court psychologist Ross went on to comment:
“Dr. Faller’s interviewing techniques were coercive in terms of the multiplicity of contacts,
duration of the session, and the use of leading questions.” 72
Ross was shocked by a statement in Kathleen Faller’s report; "I tried to redirect her to the penis…"73 and
opined:
“This statement about ‘redirecting the child to the penis’ is another example of the use of leading
questions and is the antithesis of the open ended questioning procedure advocated by most
researchers.” 74
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Ross went on to note:
“..... when Dr. Faller received responses she was not interested in because they did not fit her bias,
she simply ignored these responses and persisted in asking the questions pertaining to what she
believed had occurred regarding sexual abuse. These were the same techniques utilized by Ms.
[social worker]; leading questions, repetitive questions, and confirmatory bias." 75
Concerning the entire Faller group team, Ross concluded:
“This evaluator’s criticism of this entire process remains that these professionals never looked at
the whole picture .....They also engaged in the use of leading questions with the child, multiple
contacts, sessions of long duration, repetitive questioning, and the use of confirmatory bias. In
addition they appeared to make quantum leaps and to make statements that made [the father] look
‘bad’ without backing these statements up with behavioral proofs or indicators. ” 76
“Additionally, interviewing children for extended periods of time, for multiple sessions, and using
the anatomically correct dolls and drawings which are highly suggestive, as did Ms. [Faller Group
member] and Dr. Faller, are all techniques which are suggestive and taint a child’s memory and
recall.” 77

Finally, psychologist Ross demonstrated that Dr. Faller and her Group had completely missed that
the little girl they were manipulating, had brain damage:
“The ‘team’ never seemed to take into consideration the diagnostic assessment by Dr. [N] of [the
child's] neurological deficits and the impact this might have on her ability to understand questions
put forth by the interviewers, particularly those questions which required the child to use the dolls
or drawings to explain alleged abuse or what this meant for [the child] in terms of her memory or
recall. Further, they themselves engaged in multiple interviews of the child..... The team used
leading questions as opposed to open-ended inquiries, sessions of long duration which turned out
to be coercive.....and engaged in confirmatory bias. They appeared to accept what the child said if
it fit their perceptions of abuse and they ignored or left unchallenged those statements by [the
child] that were outside of their belief system. In short, they violated most acceptable protocols
for the collection of reliable data.” 78

It is likely that student essayist Cheri L. Wood had no idea that these serious criticisms of Kathleen Faller's
work were readily available when Ms. Wood undertook her Note. But, the unfortunate point is that judges,
attorneys and court personnel have even less time than a law student, to find materials upon which to rely;
or in the Faller Group's case, materials to shun.
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